
Insurances Service

As a precautionary measure for any incident that may occur during your participation at the fair, FERIA 
VALENCIA offers the possibility of contracting various insurance policies, of which INSURANCE AGAINST FIRE 
AND FLOODING  is the only one OBLIGATORY REQUIRED. 

To contract this service, it is necessary to fill in this form.
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1. OBLIGATORY FIRE AND FLOOD DAMAGE INSURANCE
The abovementioned exhibiting firm DECLARES, for insurance coverage matters, under its 
responsability  the declared values. In case of not filling in the corresponding inventory, (stated 
below) the following values per every 16 sg.m will be charged: Content: 2.400 euros - Stand: 
450 euros.
And demands also the insurance which, with a voluntary character, the Fair puts at its 
disposal for the following risks and amounts:

NOTE: Attacher inventory with economic valuation and photos

2. THEFT (Not pilferage) ................................................................. YES    	    NO 
                            	
3. GOODS TRANSPORT INCLUDING LOADING AND UNLOADING:							

Land ..................... YES         NO							
Air ....................... YES         NO 							
Sea ...................... YES         NO  

4. BREAKAGE DURING THE EXHIBITION .......................................... YES         NO 

5. CIVIL LIABILITY COVERING DAMAGES TO THIRD PARTIES ................... YES         NO

								Date, signature, and company stamp

Date: Valencia, ...... /..................... / 201....

TRADE FAIR:

Exhibiting Firm:

Contact:                                                              		 Stand Number:

E-mail:

APPLICATION FORM

TOTAL

QUANTITY	       TYPE OF MATERIAL	                                                EUROS

Contents of stand

Merchandise

Decoration and furniture

SUBTOTAL

Stand structure (not included in insurance against theft)

DEADLINE FOR SENDING THIS FORM: 4 WORKING DAYS BEFORE SET-UP. ANY APPLICATION RECEIVED 
WITH LESS THAN 4 WORKING DAYS BEFORE THE START OF SET UP, WILL IMPLY A 25% SURCHARGE 

ON THE TOTAL RATE. AVAILABILITY OF ALL REFERENCES IS NOT GUARANTEED.
PLEASE SEND THIS FORM BY E-MAIL OR FAX: servicecenter@feriavalencia.com +34 902 747 345



1 Insurances Service

Compulsory fire insurance and flood damage (*) (**)	                          	                                3‰

Voluntary insurance against theft (not pilferage) (*) (**) 		                                  3‰

Voluntary goods transport insurance including loading and unloading                  4‰ - Europe  
(land, air, sea)		  					             6‰ - Rest of the world 

Voluntary insurance of breakage during the Fair			                                   5‰

Voluntary insurance of civil liability (cover 300.506,05 euros)	                                55 euros

RATES AND CONDITIONS

(*)  In the case of ANTIQUE and the JELLEWERY AND WATCHMAKING FAIR it will be  7‰

(**) In the case of the AUTOMOBILE TRADE FAIR it will be  1‰

Rates (VAT not included)

APPLICATION FORM

1. Fire and flood damage.
The Fair offers a general insurance policy against fire and damage by flooding, covering all merchandise and 
the structure of the stands of exhibitors, who are obliged to declare their full value and pay thecorresponding 
insurance premium. 

2. Theft (not pilferage).
Voluntary insurance against theft does not include pilferage. During the opening hours of the fair, and during 
the periods set aside for setting up and dismantling, the exhibitor is directly responsible for the security   of 
goods on exhibit in its stand. 

3. Good transport including loading and unloading.
This policy only covers breakage and damage of goods from the moment they leave from their point of     origin 
until their arrival at the Trade Fair. Included under the coverage is all handling of goods during        loading, 
transport and unloading at the exhibitor’s stand by personnel authorized to perform such activities within the 
Trade Fair halls. 

4. Breakages during the Fair.
This policy covers risks of breakage that goods may suffer during the time they are being exhibited on the stand, 
including unpackaging and packaging operations on the premises for subsequent display or removal goods, 
whoever the person or people causing the damage may be. This policy is therefore much wider in scope and 
coverage than the policy described in point 3. 

5. Civil Liability.
To avoid the application The Civil liability policy covers damages with respect to third parties occurring    as a 
result of any goods or machines on display, independently of obligation incurred by exhibitors of        adopting 
all such safety and protection measures as required by current legislation. There is deductible    coverage per 
claim of 150,25 euros.

6. Proportional Rule.
To avoid the application of the proportional rule, exhibitors are required to state the total value of all      
exhibited goods, including stand decoration and installations, when taking out Compulsory Fire and flooding 
as well as the Voluntary Theft Insurance policies. In the event of not filling out the corresponding inventory, 
the following values will be fixed for each 16m2 module: Content: 2,400 euros - Stands: 450 euros. 

7. Validity of Policies.
Insurances policies only provide coverage during the officially stipulated periods for setting-up, the fair itself, 
and subsequent dismantling. For this purpose, and in the exhibitor’s own interest, we strongly  recommend 
filling the form in and returning it by the given deadlines. 

8. General Conditions.
In all cases, the general and specific conditions stipulated in the Trade Fair’s policy with the Insurance      
Company will be applicable. In case there is any private fire and damage by flooding insurance agreements held 
by exhibitors certificate from your Insurance Company must be supplied expressly stating that it       “renounces 
any right to reclaim against FERIA VALENCIA”. In any case, “loss of profit” is not included.
Certificate and documentation must be sent to: servicecenter@feriavalencia.com or Fax: +34 902 747 345

9. VAT.
Aplication current VAT.  

10. EXAMPLE 1
 Company ABC has 128 sq.m. How is calculated the obligatory insurance?
· Numer of modules = 128/16 = 8
· For each module of 16 sq.m, the company has to pay 3%0 of the content (2.400€) and the stand (450€)
· 2.400€ + 450€ = 2.850€ x 8 modules = 22.800€
· 22.800€ x 3%0  = 68,40€ is the amount of the insurance.      

      EXAMPLE 2
 Company ABC declares goods for a valve of 30.000€. How is calculated the obligatory insurance?
· 30.000€ x 3%0  = 90,00€ is the amount of the insurance.


